Kidney depth measured by using 99Tcm-DMSA. Comparison with CAT scan: review of 50 measurements.
Measurement of kidney depths using computed axial tomographic (CAT) scans, considered as the gold standard, has been compared in 25 patients with depth measured using an isotopic method (99Tcm-DMSA). 99Tcm-DMSA underestimates renal depth in 78% of the cases (mean underestimation: 0.78 cm). The correlation coefficient between the two methods is 0.82. As a comparison, kidney depths calculated using Tonnesen's formula are also given and related to CAT scan results. The presence of renal morphological abnormalities in 18% of the studied kidneys allowed the authors to study their potential influence on 99TcmDMSA measurements. They do not seem to be very different from those obtained in morphologically normal kidneys. The different methods for kidney depth measurement described in the literature are briefly reviewed.